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WIMP detection
Dark Matter Candidates: stable, neutral, non relativistic

WIMP:
✗ Wimp velocity ~230 km/s
✗ interaction similar to elastic neutron scattering
✗ signal: recoil energy atom between 10 and
100keV (Ionization and exitation)

Assumption model:

✗ Wimp mass: MW ~100 GeV
✗ threshold 30 keV
✗ spin indipendent interaction
✗ cross section normalized to the nucleon: σ ~ 10-6pb
Estimated events rates on argon target: 100ev/ton/day
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ArDM experiment
Scintillation and Ionization in LAr
⇓
both charge and light are collected in
the ArDM experiment

✗ cylindrical volume
✗ length ≈ 120cm
✗ drift field: 1 to 4 kV/cm
✗ 850 kg target
✗ charge readout: LEM, gain 103
✗ light readout: 14 PMT

A.Rubbia: “ArDM: a Ton-scale liquid Argon experiment for direct detection of dark mater in the universe”,
J.Phys. Conf.Ser. 39 (2206) 129
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Event discrimination
Scintillation in LAr: light emitted in a narrow band 128nm:
✗ two exicited molecular levels: singlet (fast component) and triplet (slow component).
✗ singlet decay strongly permitted.
✗ triplet is allowed only because of spin-orbit coupling.
✗ ratio of fast and slow component depend on the ionization density of the track, so it is possible a
discrimination event by event.
Event discrimination:

✗ light signal: rate fast and slow component
and/or S1/S2.

✗ charge and light signal: different ratio

light/charge for WIMP and e/γ-like event.

Position reconstruction of the events in the
fiducial volume: x and y using segmentation of
the charge readout, z using drift time of the
charge
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Background event
Gamma and electron:
from contamination of the detector material and surrounding rock; these events are
selected by the topology (different from Wimp like-events), and they are limited by
partial self shielding (LAr X0≈14cm).
39

Ar decay radioactive: half life 269 years, Q=565keV, mean energy 218keV.
Rate β events 1 ton ≈ 1kHz
⇓
Possible reduction using depleted argon [DG4 III, Galbiati]

Neutron:
U/Th contamination of the detector components; some
MC studies already done:
✗ >50% neutrons scatter more than once ⇒ rejected
events
✗ <10% Wimp-like events
muon induced neutron: MC studies background still in
progress
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Light readout
14 cryogenic low radioactive PMT
are mounted below a metallic grid
shielded from the 500kV of the
cathode
Scintillation light 128nm
⇓
wave lenght shifter is required:

✗ PMT coated with WLS material to

Setup to test the PMT coat

shifted the direct light
✗ reflector evaporated with WSL
material

The best coating method is vacuum
evaporation to produce an
homogenous deposition of TPB (TetraPhenyl-Butadiene 128nm→430nm)
C.Amsler et al., “Luminescence quenching
of the triplet excimer state by air in gaseous
argon” JINST 3 (2008) P02001
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Light readout: wave length shifter
V:Boccone et al.;”Development of wavelength shifter coated
reflectors for the ArDM argon dark matter detector”, JINST
4(2009) P06001

Setup to test the wavelength shifter material and the thickness

conversion efficiency for the various thicknesses on 3MTM
foils compared to few measurement of TTX foils.

Fiducial volume surronded by reflectors coated
with TPB 1 mg/cm2 (a large evaporator has
been used to evaporate the reflector foils).
15 reflector/shifter foils have been produced
and installed (lateral pictures. the test of the last
setup with UV illumination).
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Charge readout R&D: LEM
Principles:
✗ e- drift in LAr towards the surface and are extracted into the
vapor phase
✗ e- are multiplied in the holes in LEM1, then they drift to LEM2,
and tthey are again multiplied
✗ induction of charge on striped anode and on upper LEM2
striped plane
The device gain depends on the electric field and thickness of the LEM:
2

2  x

G=G LEM1∗G LEM2 =G LEM =e

x: effective LEM hole length ( ≈0.8mm)
Top segmented LEM

Bottom LEM

✗ produced by standard PCB technique
✗ precision holes made by drilling (hole diameter
500µm, hole pitch 800µm)
✗ gold deposition on Cu (<1µm layer) to avoid
oxidation
A. Badertscher et al.: arXiv:0907.2944v1
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LEM R&D
Setup of the prototype chamber, LEM 10X10 cm2
Setup tested in single phase gas with a gain of
about 103
LEM tested on double phase operation,
thickness and property of the will be
optimized with the next tests

Display of a cosmic event
Signal on the anode of cosmic event
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Cool down test May '09
Setup:
8 coated PMT were installed:
products
models
Hamamatsu R5912/02mod
Hamamatsu R5912/01mod
ETL
ETL9357

tubes gain (1500V)
5 ~ 109
2 ~ 107
1 ~ 107

no electric field and charge readout
1.cooling bath filled with LAr
1

2

3

4

2. filled with pure GAr, test of the
light readout system

5

3. half filling 13h, first
measurement with immersed
PMTs
4. full filling in different step, and
data taking with internal and
external source
5.warming up
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Cool down test May '09
Attemp to calibrate the detector using internal and external
source.
Internal source: 241Am.
External source:
✗ 127Cs, 661keV gammas, 20kBq. Data taking for different
lateral positions.

✗ 22Na, 511keV and 1.27MeV, 200kBq. External trigger
given by signal in a scintillator crystal is used for this
source. Different external trigger: 511keV and
1.27MeV+511keV. Data taking for different lateral
positions.

✗ Am-Be source, neutrons 10n/s, 2-8MeV, gamma
60keV,370 MBq. Data taking for different lateral positions
and with the source on the top flange
Lateral position A-J shifted of 10cm
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GAr measurement
GAr 1.1bar T = 88K τ2~3.7µs
✗ measurement only with internal source

✗ light collected vs source position dependence is analysed
✗ light collected constant during the run
✗ verified a change on the light yield, argon emission spectrum is not only 128nm
Light yield vs 241Am position
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LAr measurement
✗ Only 7/8 PMTs worked
✗ Problem with 241Am internal source
Analysis of the scintillation signal:
the average pulse shape is fitted with two exponential
decays convoluted with a gaussian function, where t0
is the emission time and σ the resolution:
−t− t 0
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Studies on the purity of the LAr give good results: τ2 is
constant: τ2~1.5µs for >25 days.

Literature reference τ2= 1.2÷1.6µs
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LAr measurement
Different trigger configuration,
with and without crystal.

preliminary
calibration can be extracted
by subtracting the Am
spectrum.
For full analysis a MC
simultation is needed.
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LAr measurement
Am source signal subtracted as background
preliminary

22

Na with 511keV in the crystal

preliminary calibration gave 0.5 phe/keVee,
50keV region is visible
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Looking to the physical expectation
Gamma 511keV event simulated:
A full MC simulation is been implented in GEANT4:

✗ MC background from detector component and 39Ar estimated
✗ optical property of the detector are not fully understood,
simulation still in progress

✗ external and internal source used for calibration are simulated,
the results will be soon comparated with data taking

top view:
from the simulation:
expected energy deposited
spectrum in the fiducial
volume for a sample of
100k 511keV gamma
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Future steps
R&D:
✗ test on the LEM are still in progress,
✗ electric field drift will be test in LAr
Next cool down is foreseen in November:
✗ all 14 PMT will be mounted
✗ drift electric field to measure ionization
✗ first charge readout
MC simualtion:
✗ under developement to understand the optical property of the detector, and to compare with the
Poland site
results of the data taking with the source.
✗ muon induced neutron background from rock
The detector will be moved to an underground location . Possible
locations are:
✗ Sieroszowice (Poland) 2200mwe
✗ Canfranc (Spain) 2450mwe
✗ Slanic (Romania);
( interest from Romania side, Faculty of Physics from University of
Bucharest and the IFIN-HH" )
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Conclusion
Status of ArDM:

✗ light readout of ArDM is in the final stage, reflector, wave lenght shifter and PMT are optimized and
tested

✗ R&D for the charge readout is still in progress, during the next run the electric drift field will be tested
✗ first cool down successfully ran in May '09, good LAr purity kept during all the data taking
✗ waiting to next cool down to calibrate the response of the detector, and to study the neutron
response of the detector

✗ MC analysis to unerstand the optical property of the detector still in progress
ArDM is a large Liquid Argon LEM TPC, its goal is the detection of Dark Matter induced nuclear
recoils,and it is participating to the DARWIN (DARk matter Wimp search with Noble liquids).
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Backup
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Assembling
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Cryogenics and purification system
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Drift field
✗ a cascade of rectifier cells (CockroftWalton circuit) is used
✗ reach Vtot = 500kV (4 kV/cm)
✗ test in liquid nitrogen have been
performed
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